Strong Self. Shared Success.
True individuals, achieving together

Every boy is unique. Only when he is free to cultivate a true sense of individuality will his full potential be realized, and this is what makes a St. Paul’s education stand apart.

At St. Paul’s, each student is immersed in a personalized, experiential learning environment designed to inspire, challenge, and support him to succeed in his own way. We know that the success of each student is built on more than what he learns—it is built on who he is. He will thrive as a member of a supportive community where individual achievement is recognized and celebrated.

By building a strong sense of self and embracing his individual strengths, each boy creates a version of excellence that is unique to himself. With his peers and mentors standing by him, he builds a future that is rewarding, fulfilling, and distinctly his own.
Students at St. Paul’s share a genuine bond, not only with their classmates and teammates but with their mentors as well. Each boy is supported in the pursuit of his best self while contributing to a culture of mutual respect and loyalty, where a win for one is a win for all. As St. Paul’s boys mature and grow together into young men, their shared experiences, discoveries, and victories contribute to our strong spirit. They make lasting friendships and forge deep connections that last a lifetime.

Our faculty is committed to knowing and understanding their students so that they can identify and develop each boy’s potential in a personalized way. They form trusting relationships that empower young men to be enthusiastic, resourceful, and resilient—while inspiring them through example to approach everything they do with humility and honor. By connecting meaningfully, teachers can ensure students are not simply prepared for the next level but are equipped to thrive, whether transitioning from one grade to the next or to college and beyond.

Relationships are the key to the experience
Character building begins with integrity

At St. Paul’s, one attribute is valued above all others and reinforced daily: integrity.

In every classroom, on every stage, and on every playing field, outstanding teachers and coaches instill the strong sense of honor and the set of shared values that are at the heart of St. Paul’s. We are a community that celebrates excellence of character as much as academic excellence—because it is the balance of the two that leads to the most meaningful outcomes, in education and throughout life.

As a school rooted in the Episcopal tradition, we have the unique opportunity to educate the heart and the mind. We welcome students from many different faith backgrounds, equipping our boys with a sound moral compass to guide them through their journey of learning and self-discovery. It is more than a great education. Our students develop compassion, courage, and a commitment to positively impact the world.
A small school that provides big opportunities

On our shared campus that includes St. Paul's School for Girls and St. Paul's Pre and Lower School, learners of all ages thrive in a dynamic environment. The St. Paul's approach to combining single-gender and co-educational experiences is designed to maximize intellectual, social, and emotional development at every stage. When students reach the pre-adolescent years, a co-ed setting can distract from focus, so boys and girls are taught separately in Middle School. Adolescence is an important time for social growth, so select co-ed courses and activities are reintroduced in the Upper School. This cross-campus coordination not only creates the most effective learning experience but also broadens opportunities, as older students have access to both sets of faculty and facilities.

The International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program, offered in the Upper School, is recognized as the most rigorous and respected pre-university course of study in the world. Students are taught the same way they will be taught in college, with specific focus on critical thinking, research, and oral and written communication. All upperclassmen at St. Paul's take IB courses, learning more than just how to answer questions—they learn how to apply ideas. Moreover, nearly half our students participate in international school trips, giving them a global perspective and the skills to make an impact in this interconnected world.

The Middle School primes our boys for success by instilling in them that they are part of something bigger than themselves. Students apply their learning to challenging real-world problems, supported every step of the way by nurturing faculty whose goal is progress over perfection. Of course, the Middle School experience is about more than academics. We develop the whole boy through leadership opportunities, built-in time for reflection, and dozens of clubs and activities where the focus is on fun.
Art is a vital part of the St. Paul's experience because self-expression is one of the most powerful tools of self-discovery. Accomplished instructors engage and inspire students in everything from woodworking to choir. Very often, students who never considered themselves artistic find they are talented painters, designers, actors, or singers through the joy of creating.

At St. Paul's, we believe valuable traits like self-confidence, determination, responsibility, and resilience are honed on the playing fields. Athletes at all levels—from novice to elite—have opportunities to participate in 14 different sports spanning 49 teams, all coached by dedicated teaching faculty. St. Paul's student-athletes are taught not only to win gracefully but also to see a loss as a chance to learn, grow, and come back stronger.
St. Paul’s welcomes applicants of any race, color, national or ethnic origin, and religious background.